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Chiral unitary model for the kaonic atom
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We study kaonic atoms over the periodic table using a kaon self-energy in the nuclear medium derived from
the SU~3! chiral unitary model. This model is quite successful in reproducing the scattering amplitude of
meson meson and the strangenessS521 meson baryon reactions. In particular the properties of theL(1405)
resonance are well reproduced. In the nuclear medium the properties of this resonance are appreciably modi-
fied, and consequently the kaon nucleon scattering amplitudes, leading to an attractive kaon nucleus self-
energy for densities higher thanr0/25. With this interaction we are able to reproduce shifts and widths of
kaonic atoms over the periodic table. We also investigate the region of deeply bound kaonic nuclear states
which appear with very large widths in medium and heavy nuclei. Some of the deep atomic states, still
unobserved, appear with narrower widths than the separation between levels, which makes them eligible for
experimental observation. To this end, we make some estimates of the rates of formation in the (K2,g)
reaction.

PACS number~s!: 13.75.Jz, 36.10.2k, 25.80.Nv
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I. INTRODUCTION

Kaonic atoms carry important information of th
K2-nucleon interaction in a nuclear medium. This inform
tion is very important for the constraints of kaon conden
tion in high density matter. The properties of kaons in nuc
are largely influenced by the change of theL(1405) in the
nuclear medium, sinceL(1405) is a resonance state just b
low the kaon nucleon threshold.

In fact, there were studies of kaonic atoms by modifyi
the properties ofL(1405) in the nuclear medium@1–3#.
These works demonstrated the ability of reproducing the
onic atom properties, which come out to be as good as
phenomenological study of Batty@4#.

Recently, there have been very important developmen
the description of hadron properties in terms of the SU~3!
chiral Lagrangian. The unitarization of the chiral Lagrangi
provides theL(1405) resonance state as a baryon-me
coupled system@5,6#. It is particularly interesting to mention
that the use of the complete set of meson-baryon states
can be built from the states of the SU~3! flavor octets of
baryons and mesons, together with a suitable cutoff in
loops, is able to provide theL(1405) resonance with only
the lowest order chiral coupling terms@6#.

It is then very natural to study the properties ofL(1405)
in the nuclear medium using the SU~3! chiral unitary model.
This work has been performed by Waaset al. @7#, Lutz @8#,
and Ramos and Oset@9#. All of them have considered th
Pauli effect on the intermediate nucleons. In addition in@8#
the self-energy of the kaon in the intermediate states is c
sidered and in@9# the self-energy of the pions and baryons
also taken into account. These approaches lead to a
self-energy in the nuclear medium which can be tested w
K2 atoms.

In this work, we take the scattering amplitude in t
nuclear medium calculated by Ramos and Oset@9# for the
0556-2813/2000/61~5!/055205~6!/$15.00 61 0552
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case of kaonic atoms. First of all, we demonstrate the ab
of reproducing the existing kaonic atom data as the opt
potential of Batty@4#. We then calculate the deeply boun
kaonic atoms for16O and 40Ca, which are found to have
narrow widths and are expected to be observed by pro
methods. We also get very deep kaonic nuclear states, w
have large decay widths of the order of several tens of M

Since the standard method of measuring the kaonic at
is limited to those atomic states with small widths, less th
G<1 keV, other methods would have to be explored. R
cently, we have witnessed the usefulness of the direct re
tions for the formation of the deeply bound pionic atoms
using the (d,3He) reactions @10–12#. However, in the
present case one would have to produce aK1 in addition and
there would be a large momentum mismatch. For this rea
the (K2,g) reaction would be more suitable and we ha
calculated the rates for the formation of kaonic atoms a
deeply bound kaonic nuclear states on40Ca using the for-
mulation developed for the formation of deeply bound pion
atoms with the (p2,g) reaction in@13#.

This paper is arranged as follows. In Sec. II we sketch
chiral unitary model for the calculation of the kaon-nucle
scattering amplitude in the medium. This amplitude provid
the kaon-nucleus optical potential for kaonic atoms, which
discussed in Sec. III. In Sec. IV we present the numeri
results for kaonic atoms. The results are compared with th
with phenomenological potentials and with experimen
data. We study also the deeply bound kaonic nuclear st
for 40Ca. We calculate the (K2,g) cross sections for the
formation of kaonic atoms and deeply bound kaonic nucl
states in Sec. V. Finally, Sec. VI is devoted to a summary
this paper.

II. CHIRAL UNITARY MODEL FOR THE KAONIC
ATOM POTENTIAL

We start with the construction of the kaon-nucleon sc
tering amplitude in the nuclear medium. The microsco
©2000 The American Physical Society05-1
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evaluation of the kaonic atom optical potential is based
the chiral unitary model of Ref.@6#. This work follows
closely the steps of Ref.@5#, where the usefulness of com
bining unitarity with the chiral Lagrangian was made ma
fest. With respect to Ref.@5#, the work of@6# introduces the
complete set of states of the pseudoscalar octet of me
and the octet of stable baryons, while only the channels o
at low energies were included in@5#. The inclusion of all the
channels allows one to obtain good solutions in@6# by means
of only the lowest order chiral Lagrangian and a suitable
off to regularize the loop integrals, while in Ref.@5# the
effect of the unopen channels was replaced by the inclu
of higher order terms in the chiral Lagrangian.

TheK2N t matrix is obtained in@6# through the iteration
of the lowest order Lagrangian in a coupled channel Bet
Salpeter equation

t i j 5Vi j 1VikGktk j , ~1!

where V and t appear to be factorized with their on-she
values in theVGt combination, andG is the loop integral of
meson and baryon propagators. Diagrammatically the se
implicit in Eq. ~1! is shown in Fig. 1.

The K2 self-energy is evaluated in detail in Ref.@9# for
nuclear matter by means of the integral

PK~k,r!52(
N

E d3p

~2p!3
n~pW ,r!tK2N

(m)
~k,pW ,r!, ~2!

whereN stands for protons or neutrons andt (m) is theK2N
scattering matrix in the nuclear medium with densityr. In
Eq. ~2!, n(pW ,r) denotes the occupation probability of m
mentum states in the Fermi sea in the nuclear medium
finite densityr. Only the s-wave amplitude is considered
which is the one of relevance forK2 atoms.

The t (m) matrix is evaluated with the same equation~1!
but modifications are done in the meson and baryon pro
gators of the loops to incorporate the medium effects. T
states allowed in the loops areK̄N, pS, pL, hS, hL, and
KJ.

The modifications are the following.
~1! Pauli blocking in the nucleon propagators. This effe

was proved to be very important in@7,14#. Since now one
needs to place the intermediate nucleon states on top
Fermi sea, this costs more energy and the net effect is a
to higher energies of both the real and imaginary parts of
L(1405) dominatedK2p amplitude. The shift of the rea
part automatically produces an attractiveK2 self-energy al-
ready at very small densities.

~2! However, if theK2 self-energy acquires a negativ
value, then it costs less energy to produce theL(1405) reso-
nance and this produces a shift of theK2p amplitude to-

FIG. 1. Diagrammatic representation of the Bethe-Salpe

equation inK̄N scattering.
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wards lower energies. This means that a self-consis
evaluation becomes necessary here and this was first pr
in @8#, where it was found that the consideration of theK2

self-energy together with Pauli blocking on the nucleons
to modifications of theL(1405), mostly on the imaginary
part ~the resonance becomes wider!, while the position was
barely changed. In Ref.@9# the K2 self-energy is also con
sidered and a self-consistent evaluation is also done.

~3! In addition to the former ingredients new effects a
considered in@9#; i.e., the pion self-energy in thepS, pL
channels is also taken into account, allowing the pions
excite ph, Dh, and 2p2h components. The difference o
binding between the nucleons andS or L is also incorpo-
rated.

The results obtained are qualitatively similar to tho
found in @8# except that the imaginary part of theK2p am-
plitude becomes even wider and essentially flattens at
nucleon densityr;r0.

TheK2 self-energy obtained in@9# from the interaction of
theK2 with protons and neutrons in symmetric nuclear m
ter atK2 threshold (k05mK , kW50) is parametrized here in
terms of a density dependent complex effectiveK2 scatter-
ing length, such that

PK~k,r!524phae f f~r!r, ~3!

with h511mK /MN and r(pW F)5(2/3p2)upW Fu3, in order to
facilitate a comparison with the effective scattering leng
derived from fits to theK2 atom data. The results are show
in Fig. 2.

One can see in Fig. 2 that Reae f f passes from negative t
positive ~repulsive to attractive! from r50 to r>r0/25.
Thus, the chiral unitary model provides the attractive kao
nucleus optical potential naturally while keeping the rep
sive sign for the kaon-nucleon scattering length in the f
space. In Fig. 2, we also show the phenomenological sca
ing length obtained by Batty@4# from fits to the kaonic atom
data. We find that both results are similar atr;r0/4. Since

r

FIG. 2. The effective scattering lengthae f f , defined by Eq.~3!
in the text, is shown as a function of the nuclear density divided
the normal density. The thick solid line~real part! and the thick
dashed line~imaginary part! are the results of the chiral unitar
model. The thin lines are those of the phenomenological fit to
onic atom data@4#.
5-2
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CHIRAL UNITARY MODEL FOR THE KAONIC ATOM PHYSICAL REVIEW C 61 055205
the kaonic atom data are also reproduced well by the ch
unitary model, as we will see later on, it seems that
strong shifts and widths of the kaonic atoms are mainly
termined by the optical potential strength at a certain nuc
density, r;r0/4. This was the case of pionic atoms@15#
although the effective densities felt by the pions were diff
ent.

We would like to mention other density dependent sc
tering lengths obtained by the phenomenological fit of@16#.
One of their results can be written as

ae f f~r!5~20.1510.62i !1~1.6620.04i !@r/r0#0.24 @ fm#.
~4!

The real part of this effective scattering length also chan
its sign and provides an attractive interaction in the nucl
medium. However, the real part depends on the density m
more strongly than our results and gives Reae f f(r0)
51.51 @ fm#. On the other hand, the density dependence
the imaginary part is rather flat and the strength is simila
our results.

III. KAONIC ATOM STRUCTURE

We study the properties of kaonic bound states by solv
the Klein-Gordon equation

@2¹W 21m212mVopt~r !#f~rW !5@E2VCoul~r !#2f~rW !.
~5!

Here, m is the kaon-nucleus reduced mass andVCoul(r ) is
the Coulomb potential with a finite nuclear size:

VCoul~r !52e2E rp~r 8!

urW2rW8u
d3r 8, ~6!

whererp(r ) is the proton density distribution. We take th
Woods-Saxon form for the density and keep the shape
neutron and proton density distributions the same:

r~r !5rn~r !1rp~r !5
r0

11exp@~r 2R!/a#
, ~7!

where we useR51.18A1/320.48 @fm# anda50.5 @fm# with
A the nuclear mass number.

The kaon-nucleus optical potential is related to the ka
self-energy in nuclear matter asPK52mVopt . We use the
optical potential in a finite nucleus. In coordinate space t
is accomplished by means of the local density approxima
~LDA !, wherer of nuclear matter is substituted byr(r ) of
the nucleus. This procedure is exact for the lowest order t
in the density of theS-wave self-energy and arguments we
given in @17# for the accuracy of the LDA in higher orders
At the same time the translation code from nuclear matte
finite nuclei forP waves was also given. Thus, we have

2mVopt~r !524phae f f~r!r~r !, ~8!

with the effective scattering lengthae f f and h defined in
Sec. II.
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We solve the Klein-Gordon equation numerically follow
ing the method of Oset and Salcedo@18#. The applications of
the method to the pionic atom studies were reported in de
in Ref. @19#.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We show here the numerical results on kaonic atoms w
the optical potential obtained from the local density appro
mation using the chiral unitary selfenergy at various nucl
matter densities. We show in Fig. 3 the energy shifts a
widths for several kaonic atoms in comparison with da
The calculated results agree with the experimental data w
The quality of the agreement is as good as the phenom
logical potentials. We note, here, that the theoretical mo
does not contain any free parameter to reproduce the da

The energy levels for atomic kaonic states in O and
are shown in Fig. 4, where the results of the chiral model a
those of the phenomenological model@Eq. ~4!# are com-
pared. We can see that the results obtained with both po
tials are very similar. We find that the deep atomic sta
such as 1s in 40Ca, still unobserved, appear with narrow
widths than the separation between levels and are predi
to be quasistable states. Similar results to those of the p
nomenological potential shown in Fig. 4 were reported
Friedman and Gal@21#.

In Fig. 5, we show the energy levels including the shallo
atomic and the deep nuclear kaonic states of Ca using
chiral unitary model potential. The shallow atomic states
shown by dashed bars. The deep nuclear ones are show

FIG. 3. The calculated energy shifts and widths are shown
functions of the nucleus atomic number for 2p, 3d, and 4f kaonic
atom states. Experimental data are also shown@20#.
5-3
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HIRENZAKI, OKUMURA, TOKI, OSET, AND RAMOS PHYSICAL REVIEW C61 055205
solid bars with the numbers, which indicate the widths
units of MeV. These nuclear states have extremely la
widths and will not be observed as peak structures in exp
ments.

Wave functions of 1s, 2p, and 2s kaonic atom states in
Ca are shown in Fig. 6 for the cases with and without
strong interaction of the chiral unitary model. The finite-si

FIG. 4. Calculated energy levels for kaonic atoms in16O and
40Ca. The hatched area indicates the widths of the states. Re
with the chiral unitary model~left! and those with the phenomeno
logical potential, defined in Eq.~4! ~right!, are compared.

FIG. 5. The energy levels of the nuclear kaonic states of40Ca
are shown for theL50 (s) andL51 (p) states. As a reference, th
yrast levels of the atomic kaonic states are shown by dashed
up to L53. The atomic levels above the yrast levels are shown
Fig. 4. The numbers above the solid lines indicate the full widths
MeV.
05520
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Coulomb potential provides the wave functions depicted
dashed curves, which are pushed outwards by the strong
teraction.

The wave functions of the deep nuclear kaonic states
depicted in Fig. 7 for thes and p states in Ca. The wave
functions stay almost inside of the nuclear radius, which
about 3.5 fm for Ca. Hence, the widths become extrem
large, of the order of 100 MeV.

V. KAONIC ATOM FORMATION

Usually the information on the kaonic atoms are obtain
by the kaonic x rays after trapping slow negative kaons.
this case, deeper kaonic states below certain levels are
populated due to the kaonic absorption by the nucle
Hence, we have to find another method to excite the kao
states. The natural reaction to start with is the radiative
onic capture reaction (K2,g). This type of reaction was
studied in the context of the deeply bound pionic atom f

lts

es
n
n

FIG. 6. Wave functions of 1s, 2p, and 2s kaonic atom states in
40Ca are shown. The dashed curves are the wave functions c
lated with the finite-size Coulomb potential. The solid lines a
those with the strong interaction of the chiral unitary model and
finite-size Coulomb potential.
5-4
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CHIRAL UNITARY MODEL FOR THE KAONIC ATOM PHYSICAL REVIEW C 61 055205
mation in Ref.@13#. We use the same theoretical model
calculate the formation cross section, which is expressed

d2s

dVdk
5

1

~2p!3

k

q
e2uqW u2sin2Q

3
Gnl

@v~q!1MA2k2E~AK2!#21~Gnl/2!2

3
1

2vK
(
m

uTu2, ~9!

T5E d3x exp@ i ~qW 2kW !•xW #Fnlm* ~xW !, ~10!

TABLE I. Formation cross sections of kaonic atoms on16O and
40Ca in (K2,g) reactions atTK520 MeV. Each cross section has
peak at the emitted photon energyEg5TK1B, where B is the
binding energy of each state shown in the table in parenthese
units of MeV.

@K2-16O#

d2s/dkdV @mb/(sr MeV)#
@deg# 1s ~0.41! 2p ~0.20! 2s ~0.14!

20 0.113 0.216 0.113
40 0.323 0.674 0.326
60 0.425 1.026 0.429
80 0.383 1.078 0.388

@K2-40Ca#
d2s/dkdV @mb/(sr MeV)#

@deg# 1s ~1.53! 2p ~1.08! 2s ~0.63!

20 0.112 0.471 0.115
40 0.294 1.431 0.307
60 0.352 2.061 0.371
80 0.292 2.019 0.309

FIG. 7. The wave functions of the interior kaonic nuclear sta
are shown for thes andp states in40Ca.
05520
s

whereq andk are the incoming kaon and the emitted phot
momenta,e2/4p51/137, Q the angle betweenqW and kW ,
v(q) the incoming kaon energy,vK the bound kaon energy
Gnl the width of the kaonic state, andFnlm its wave function.
MA is the mass of the initial nucleus andE(AK2) the energy
of final nucleus with the bound kaon. We neglect the rec
energy of the nucleus and approximate the incident k

in

FIG. 8. The double differential cross section at the peak of
photon energy distribution is plotted as a function of the emit
photon angle in the laboratory frame for the40Ca(K2,g) reaction
leading to kaonic atoms atTK520 MeV.

FIG. 9. The double differential cross sections leading to kao
atoms for40Ca are plotted as function of the energy of the emitt
photon atTK520 MeV andu lab560°. Each contribution of atomic
state is shown by a dotted or dashed line. The contributions f
nuclear kaonic states, which are almost constant in this ene
range, are also included in the sum of all contributions~solid line!.

s
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wave by a plane wave. This latter approximation is suppo
to overstimate the rate of formation but the order of mag
tude obtained should still be fine.

We show the calculated angular distributions of (K2,g)
reaction leading to kaonic atoms forTK520 MeV and for
Eg5TK1B with B the binding energy of the atoms in Tab
I and Fig. 8. The peaks appear around 60° for both thes
and 2p excitation cross sections.

The double differential cross sections leading to kao
atoms atTK520 MeV for Ca are shown in Fig. 9 foru
560°. In this case all thep states are excited very clear
and could be observed in experiments provided enough r
lution can be reached for the photon detectors. The s
curve shows the sum of all contributions including the co
tributions from the formation of the deep kaonic nucle
states. The result atTK510 MeV is shown in Fig. 10. By
lowering the incident kaon energy, we can reduce the m
mentum transfer and observe the 1s state more clearly. We
should mention also that the background coming from
nuclear kaonic states is reduced.

FIG. 10. Same as Fig. 9 except forTK510 MeV and u lab

580°.
c
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VI. CONCLUSION

We have studied the kaonic atoms using the optical p
tential obtained by the chiral unitary model. The chiral un
tary model is able to provide theL(1405) resonance state in
free space as the coupled channel state of flavor octet bar
and meson states. The chiral unitary model has been u
then to calculate theK2p scattering amplitudes as a functio
of density in the nuclear medium by taking into account t
medium effects on the baryons and the mesons. Hence,
scattering amplitudes thus obtained do not contain any f
parameter. We have constructed the kaon-nucleus optical
tential from theK2 self-energy in nuclear matter by usin
the local density approximation.

We have calculated first the shallow kaonic atom states
a wide mass range and compared with the experimental d
and also with the calculated results of Batty and co-worke
@4,20#. The agreement is very satisfactory.

We have then calculated all the kaonic states includi
the deeply bound kaonic nuclear states for Ca. We see
these deeply bound kaonic nuclear states have very la
widths.

We have made some estimates for the formation cr
sections of kaonic atoms with the (K2,g) reaction. We hope
this reaction can be used for the study of kaonic atoms a
deeply bound kaonic nuclear states.
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